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THE IMPORTANCE OF WORDS OF OUR ELDERSBefore the advent of the contemporary
commercial system the African had traded by Barter – the rare art of exchange of goods for
goods. The power and beauty of this dignified trading system is based on the ability of the
negotiators to out bid the other. This is based therefore on the oratory power of both parties. The
one therefore who has the better or stronger diction always excels in these commercial
exercises. These occasions demand deft negotiations, biddings and bargains without the use of
scales and in most cases any sort of measuring yet a sort of balance must be reached at the
end of these ventures.However, it is when terms like haggling or bantering are used to describe
this beautiful art of trading that it loses its credence and made to look bogus.The good thing
however is that in this period in the story of Africa, it is those that are adapt in the use of idioms,
proverbs and such wise sayings of the African that become rich and powerful in the
society.When an African mother leaves for the market to buy or to sell the children will wish her
to “outwit those whom you meet in the market today, may they not outwit you”. However
sometimes the mother comes back from the market to admit that she had made bad bargains
that day, for that day she had met those who outwitted her.Amongst the Africans it is said that
idioms are used to confound the fools and perplex the untutored. It is also said that the idiom is
the spice with which words are eaten. It is maintained amongst these verbally proficient people
that the one to whom an idiom is used and it is necessary to explain it to him, the bride price
paid on behalf of his mother is in vain. In other words such a one is a bastard in the traditional
African society. He could be standing with peers or even kin and that which belongs to him is
disposed off without him knowing what is going on.
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traded by Barter – the rare art of exchange of goods for goods. The power and beauty of this
dignified trading system is based on the ability of the negotiators to out bid the other. This is
based therefore on the oratory power of both parties. The one therefore who has the better or
stronger diction always excels in these commercial exercises. These occasions demand deft
negotiations, biddings and bargains without the use of scales and in most cases any sort of
measuring yet a sort of balance must be reached at the end of these ventures.However, it is
when terms like haggling or bantering are used to describe this beautiful art of trading that it
loses its credence and made to look bogus.The good thing however is that in this period in the
story of Africa, it is those that are adapt in the use of idioms, proverbs and such wise sayings of
the African that become rich and powerful in the society.When an African mother leaves for the
market to buy or to sell the children will wish her to “outwit those whom you meet in the market
today, may they not outwit you”. However sometimes the mother comes back from the market to
admit that she had made bad bargains that day, for that day she had met those who outwitted
her.Amongst the Africans it is said that idioms are used to confound the fools and perplex the
untutored. It is also said that the idiom is the spice with which words are eaten. It is maintained
amongst these verbally proficient people that the one to whom an idiom is used and it is
necessary to explain it to him, the bride price paid on behalf of his mother is in vain. In other
words such a one is a bastard in the traditional African society. He could be standing with peers



or even kin and that which belongs to him is disposed off without him knowing what is going on.It
is usually a wonderfully enlightening, entertaining and exceedingly educating experience to
attend and be part of a community gathering in an African village square.A very important issue
would be treated in such forum and for hours and hours of discuss, only idioms and proverbs will
be used by those who dare make contributions in such outings.Here, someone introducing a
sensitive but disturbing and crucial situation will state “This feces smack in the middle of the
village square someone just have to kiss it”.Though this will elicit exclamations of feigned
disgust or mirth it will cause another, giving credence to the embarrassment of the issue on the
ground to state – You know that this is a wasp that is perched on the scrotum, you have to deal
with it with extreme caution and wisdom. For if you swap it carelessly you are likely to cause your
manhood serious damage, and to let it stay --- is a frightening alternative.Yes, another will
concur, You know that it is not wise to add pepper as ingredient for a concoction for the
treatment of an eye ailment. Yes, I agree says another, one has to eat soup with spiky fish bones
with quite some caution.At this juncture the radical will stand and state “Hey, is this a gathering
of human beings or chicken, shall we fear the fat lady, will she make herself pregnant?
Preambles like this usually proceed the discuss of a very important issue in a traditional African
setting. The discussion will go on and on in this style until conclusions are reached and
decisions made. Anyone then in this forum who does not understand this style of discuss is
therefore not expected to and cannot make a contribution to the goings on.Due to improved
technology, especially in areas of communication and transport, the world has shrunk or
expanded to a global village. The African has always been misunderstood and misinterpreted.
When he laughs out loud, he is seen as boisterous, when he argues his case, he is
cantankerous, and his excitement is interpreted as violent expressions. However with the
expanding scope of world activities in politics, sports and other arena, especially economics, the
African has gotten involved in all ramifications. To therefore make a positive impression and or
come up tops in the global negotiations and bargaining he has to apply his witty ability to use
adages and wise sayings.It has become apparent that the one who is adroit in the use of words
in the complicated demands of the contemporary information dependent world would ultimately
have an edge.Many of the African origin have manifested this great ability in areas of their
profession and career, in music and entertainment, religion, law, politics, writing and other areas
of endeavor.This is also manifested in many African contemporary expressions and activities
globally. As in the lives and success stories of Martin Luther King Jr, Marcus Garvey, Emperor
Harle Salesie, Nelson Mandela, Barack Obama, Bob Marley, Miriam Makeba, Fela, James
Ngugi Wationgo, Christopher Okigbo, Chukwuemeka Ike, Wole Soyinka, Chinau Achebe, Chris
Dahi and a world of activists, entertainers and writers.The power of these expressions have
made very deep impression in areas and circles of the world where decisions affecting present
day trend of thought are made – ultimately leading to world change in views on issues that have
been stereotyped for so long.Words of Our EldersAs one delves deep into Chris Dahi’s
collection of works of African cultural expressions one will not be surprised therefore to run into a



work like the Words of Our Elders. In fact, this sort of work from Chris Dahi is long expected.As
one born and raised in a typical African traditional setting – in a palace to be exact, surrounded
by masters of African traditional expressions, wise sayings, idioms and adages one cannot be
surprised that this writer has become proficient in the art and use of this style of impartation in
his past works, especially those on African moonlight night tales and African poems all point to
this.The Words of Our Elders is more than just a collection of African wise sayings, it is a
revelation. It is an adventure into the heart of Africa. It is the gathering of the elders in the village
square, the meeting of the Age grade in a peer’s Obi, it is the conference of the title holders, the
declaration of war between two rival communities. It is a proclamation by the King and his
council, the bantering by two friends over a traditional game of checkers, the meeting of the
guild of the market women. It is the secret words of the cults, the exchanges of the hunters in the
jungle and the calls of the fisher men at sea in the night, the communal clearing of the village
bush path and the bargaining in the market place. It is the witch doctors incantations and the
native mid wife’s encouraging words. These are words of a father to his son and the advice of a
mother to her betrothed daughter. It is the mystery of Africa.The words could be harsh and
outright saucy and sometimes brash and uncouth like the crass laughter of the village drunkard.
In most cases however it is loaded, coming out as little explosions. Or it could be deep and
mysterious like the dense and dark unexplored jungles of Africa.However the beauty of it is that
these words are livening and beautiful as raindrops in a moonlight night and wonderfully
enlightening as what they are – The words of the old Ones.They could be used in man’s every
day activities, in commerce, places of worship, songs and all sorts of communications.The more
one reads of this collection of African pure words of wisdom, the more the nostalgia of it
envelopes one and take us right back to our roots, reminding us of our origin, our past and what
we are to do in the future.Chris Dahi, here has unwittingly expressed words that transcend time
and space and revealed words that were given to man right from the beginning of things. Words
that have made the African a man close to nature, a man of great spiritual awareness.As the
world is making a panicky reverse from its over industrialize and technology controlled life style
to a nature friendly environment, the African watches with a smirk and a shake of the head, very
content to sit and watch with the patience of the Elephant, knowing very well that the errant
world will eventually come right back home to nature. It is the use of the right words that will
ultimately help the world to her survival.For in man’s effort to attain greater heights in all avenues
of life, the power of the spoken and written words must forever play the sole role.In this work
Chris Dahi has simply poured out there a basketful of wise saying, in idioms, adages, proverbs,
parables and even riddles. Some of them he has strived to give their explanations, others are left
just as they are. This is the fun of these words of wisdom – let he who will read it discern it in his
own ways. For the truth is that the interpretation that Chris Dahi has ventured are strictly he’s,
they may not be applicable to the next person or to certain situations and occasions. For
interpretations to idioms are subject to all sorts of variables which include individuality of the
interpreter, which on the other hand could be influenced by his sociology – family background,



education, exposure – and mentality. Other factors include time, geography, environment or
situation and occasion in which the idiom was applied.This make some of these idioms easy to
understand while leaving some as hard as nuts to crack.On the other hand some of these wise
sayings do not need any explanations as they are simple proverbs that are quite self-
explanatory.For example, it is said that “You climb from the bottom”One explains it as a response
to a natural sequence of things. The other thinks that it means that humility is a fundamental
virtue, as the other says that it means you have to lay a good foundation to build. Further
explanation insists that it means that one has to be mindful of a humble beginning and so
on.The truth of the matter is that there is no exact or particular explanation to an idiom or
proverb, some explanations even end up constituting another idiom.That is why they are words
left to the exclusive preserve of the wise.A work therefore as The Words of Our Elders is deeply
important in all realms of life.Let the untutored read and be taught and let the wise read and be
wiser.It is the work of Masters!!!In the inexhaustible well of potentials, Chris Dahi has dipped and
fetched an overflowing cup, thereby challenging and encouraging others to go in and continue.
As long as life is on earth words can never fail us, if we use it well, especially Words of Our
Elders.The Words of our EldersWords of our eldersare words of wisdomThe spiced saucewith
which words are eatenWords of our eldersare words of powerwho can question their
authorityWords of our eldersare words of comfortsoothing balmto ailing heartsWords of our
eldersare words of lifemock themto your detrimentWords of our eldersis finalwho dare addor
remove from themOur people say that if you are told an idiom or a proverb with the explanation
then the bride price of your mother is wasted.An old one who hoards wisdom is a thief.Idioms
are used by our people to confound the unwise.Proverbs is the spice with which words are eaten
and enjoyedOde to TimeTis an unending song our folks do singfor courage in the face of foesA
chant of hope in sombre timesTo give us strength the odds to fightEmpires rise and kingdoms
fallLife goes onA child is born and a king is deadLife goes onRomance and love and broken
heartsLife goes onLife and death and peace and warsLife goes onThe Sun and Moon, and days
and weeksLife goes onMonths and years, centuries and millenniumLife goes onMountains blow
and storms will rageLife goes onTempest, high winds, quakes and floodLife goes onSombre
times and darken skiesLife goes onIn peril times of blood and painLife goes onAnd as we feast
and romp in gleeLife goes on.IdiomsA1. It is the child that is abandoned in the village square
that someone else has taken home.Treat that which is yours with disrespect and you are likely to
lose it or someone who appreciates it more is likely to take it away from you2. He says that he
abhors such meal yet he licks the ladle.3. He does not like it yet he cannot keep away from
it4. The man falsely accused of stealing a chick has decided to carry away the fat hen.If you
undermine me, I will cause a greater rucku5. An adult does not stand by while the goat strangles
on its tether.The presence of elders in the society helps deter dare circumstances6. An adult
does not stick his finger into the anus and smell it.Irresponsible acts are not expected of grown
ups7. A woman who has experienced the death of her little children is afraid of letting her new
born baby to sleep.Terrible experiences usually leave deep trauma as after effects8. A nod



suffices as confirmation to an earlier agreement.Where there has been an earlier agreement,
long deliberations are no longer necessary9. Alcohol says that he may look like his cousin water,
but if you treat him with the reckless abandon and disrespect with which you treat water, it will
surprise you.Do not treat all members of the ilk the same. They may look alike but
characteristics defer. Some are of course more volatile than others.10. A man who lives
alone is always listening for the knock of a visitorLonely souls yearn for company11. The
angler should not complain about getting wet.The little inconveniences in the places where we
earn our daily bread should not discourage or distract us12. The animal that comes early
to the water hole drinks the clean water.Early rising has its meritsEarly bird eat the fat worms13.
An animal more powerful than the mouse has been caught in the mouse trap.That which is
beyond one has befallen one14. The one I am hunting for animals with now turns round
to say that my head looks like that of an animal.Dangerous friends!!!15. An ant that will not
hearken will surely end up a meal for the chicken.An obstinate one will surely bear the penalty of
his foolishness16. The Antelope and her children are wearing the same clothSemblance
of the ilk17. If one visits the anus what one will see is faeces.Do not expect anything
decent from an indecent group or person18. The pressed anus does not wait for the
market place to clear before farting.Some actions are simply beyond ones control19. The
anus may indeed make a good flute, but who is going to blow it?Filthy expectations20.
The anus could have been great for trumpeting, but alas it has no handles.Foolish assertion.21.
No matter how much the anus is washed, (one can never totally wash away the smell of
faeces from it). It must smell of faeces.Some problems are indelible22. The anus farts and
the face gets the slap.Misplaced punishment23. The one carried on the back does not
appreciate that the trek is onerous.The dependant is unaware of the demands of the
provisions24. One arrow can knock down an elephant.Great problems usually have simple
solutions25. The arrow shot in Ujalli has landed in OhuhuThe message has arrived at its
destination26. As long as you are asleep whether you are lying on your belly or backside,
you are asleepYou cannot be involved in anything, whether good or bad, when you are
asleep27. One does not cast aspersions in the gathering of mates.We are all guilty of this
misdemeanourWe are all equal in the group28. If two ride on an ass, one must ride behind
(or in front)In any group or society, even among mates, there must be leaders and followers29.
It is over assumption that has made the monkey not to become a full human being.Ego
actually brings retrogression not progress30. My father says, if you cannot attempt it with a
hoe, you cannot achieve it even with a shovel.A job well done is not necessarily dependent on
the tool but on the mind of the doer.31. I’d rather have that available half plate of cassava
than the wonderful porridge that is yet to be preparedThe available, no matter how unpalatable
is better than the expected32. The axe with a good handle is not sharp, and the sharp axe
has no handle …The good is not available and the available is not worthy.B33. When a bad
deed is allowed to develop deep roots in a society it becomes a normIf mischief is tolerated it
becomes normal34. When a bachelor starts to moan and groan over his domestic chores,



then he is ready to get married.When one starts to fret over a particular uncomfortable situation
in life, he is ready to effect change.35. Empty bags cannot stand straightFools cannot be
expected to be upstanding and successful characters36. The banana tree wept until it was
dry.37. When you throw the peel of a stolen banana you have eaten into the pond to hide it,
bear in mind that it will eventually come up and floatSome crimes can never go unrevealed38.
No matter how deep you dive into the river to eat a banana, the skin will still surface.Some
secrets can never be hidden no matter how much you try to hide them39. The dog can bark
at the moon.Effort in futility.Striving for that which is unattainable40. Why are you barking
when you have a dogWhy are you behaving like an animal?Doing that which is expected of an
animal41. The bat returns to the dark and damp caveNo matter the enjoyment outside and
no matter how uncomfortable, home is still home.42. The bat said that he admits his
ugliness hence he flies at night.Accepting your short comings and adjusting your life to it43.
You cannot have your bath without washing your face.There are issues that are
unavoidableThere are things that must take precedence44. When the battle is set, we shall
know which is deeper, the mouth or the ear.In the face of danger we will know who are the
heroes and who are the cowardsNot capitalizing on a wonderful situationIn a challenging
situation we will see who excels; the boasters or the attentive one45. One does not beat a
child and forbids him from crying.You cannot cause a problem and resist the outcome46.
You are beautiful, but learn to work, for you cannot eat your beautyBeauty is very expensive to
maintain, you have to work hard to keep it47. When beans was scarce, know it that we did
not eat goat droppingsThat you refuse to help us does not mean that we will starve48.
When a man is stung by a bee, he runs at the sight of a big housefly.Accidents teach us
caution49. If you do not have patience you cannot make beer.Some works demand a long
wait for the result to be manifestSome trade and craft demand patience and longsuffering for
quality result, benefit or profit50. The beetle that rolls faeces said that it keeps away from
the criminal rich man for there is nothing he would not want to purchase.The careless rich is a
threat to all even to the unimportant and mundane51. If it begins, it must endNothing lasts
forever52. Good behaviour must come from the topLead by example53. Two on a
horse, one must ride behindEven in a supposed group of equals, there still must be a leader54.
That which one beholds with his eyes one does not consult an oracle for.That which is overt,
apparent, obvious or clear does not need explanations or investigation or second opinion55.
If the belly is cowardly, why did it then opt to be in front?Often it is the unexpected ones that
are the heroes.56. If you have tried your best and still the gods are against you, then no one
should blame you.When one is dogged with failures57. A big penis does not necessarily
mean a big childA large tool or equipment is not necessarily an assurance of a wonderful result
or a refined end product.58. That the man is big does not mean he eats cow dung.A good
result does not have to mean a shady or outrageous solution was applied59. The little bird
dancing in the bush path, its drummer must be in the bush.That which is loudly overt could have
a covert cause60. Yes, I may not be able to stop a bird from flying over my head, but I sure



can stop it from making its nest on my head.Some things I cannot help, but those I can I must61.
The bird that perches on the hunter’s snare deserves a shot to the head.Carelessness has
dare consequencesA stupid one deserves the punishment he gets62. A bird is not beaten
by the rain in its nest.Home is our place of protection63. It is a foolish bird that messes up
its own nestThe fool destroys that which he has achieved64. No bird beaks can break
rocks.There are tools, no matter how fanciful that cannot do certain tasksThere are tasks certain
people cannot perform65.  If the little bird makes nine droppings before it perches on the
branch, one wonders what it will deposit if it spends the night there.Just a short period and so
much trouble, what will a longer stay look like66. A large bird on a tender branch; the bird is
dancing, the branch is dancing.The victim is troubled and the perpetuator is equally troubled67.
The bird on top of the tree can stick out its tongue to the tiger on the ground.Safe
distance68. The man cannot claim that the birth of his child took him by surprise.To be
forewarned69. Why make so much farce about your birth, did others fall from the skyYou
are not the only one that is special. In fact we all are70. If he did not mind your brain and
bites you in the head, then do not mind faeces, bite him on the buttocks.If he hurt you without
feeling, you revenge without feeling71. If he did not mind your brain and bites you on the
head, then do not mind faeces, bite him on the buttocks.He does not care how much he hurts
you, then don’t bother about him as you revenge72. The snake that bites a tortoise has
bitten a hard shell.Effort in futility.Working hard to your detriment and at a loss73. The bitter
leaf says that her bitterness is her betterness; otherwise men could have eaten both her and her
stem.Natural defence or protection74. Some are black and some are whiteAll are not the
same75. Every one joins to blame the child that upset the pot of soup.Collective outrage,
societal indignity76. If the gods bless you with a ripe pear, you go on and lick it.If a good
thing happens to you, enjoy it.77. If the blind man rejects the fruit he has found with his foot,
one wonders how he intends to find another.78. Lack lustre response to a rare
opportunity79. You can only tell a blind man that there is no oil in the soup, you don’t have
to tell him there is no saltThere are things one does not need to see to know of.The eye is not
the only active organ of the bodyThat I am handicapped does not mean that I do not know
nothing at all80. The one-eyed man has a debt to settle with blindnessCutting too close to
the boneWalking the edge.81. Is it that the clipper is blunt or that the barber is bad?Why is
the result so poor? Is it the incompetence of the workers or that the tools are not good enough?
82. Too many boastful poundings on the chest shows the bad spirits the seat of
life.Careless boasts lead to revelation of sacred secrets83. When dry bones are mentioned
in an idiom, there is unease amongst the old folks.Certain issues don’t go down well with certain
peopleThe guilty are worried when references are being made to their misdeed84. When a
boy throws his father in the air, the wrapper will blind him.Disrespect to age or authority have
dare consequences85. Because the boy is strong does not mean his head should be used
to break coconuts.That the child shows capabilities does not mean he should be assigned
onerous tasks86. The boy is the father of the man.The man was once a boy87. A



single bracelet does not jingle.The tools have to be complete for quality production88. The
bread fruit which chooses to fall on the day of festival has not fallen early enough.Yes, it is good,
but it is time bad89. The large breasted woman realises she is carrying loads when there is
pandemonium.When there is a problem to be solved inabilities are easily revealed90. At a
look at the narrow span of the bridge constructed by a wicked man you can easily deduce the
dark state of his heart.A bad man is known by his bad acts and products91. A broken gourd
can never be the same again.Some problems can never be perfectly solvedFailure sometimes is
not necessary due to fallibility’s, just hard luck92. It is jolted but it is not brokenThough an
accident but not fatal93. The vexation of the brother does not permeate the bone
marrow.Misunderstandings within the family should be easily settled and amicably too.94.
He whose brother is the judge can hardly be found guilty.
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